
‘a special mix of 
technology and art’



WHO WE  ARE?
WHAT WE DO?

Our team consists of professionals strongly related and dedicated to 
architectural visualization. We are architects, CG artists, and software 
engineers with artistic and technical backgrounds. 
 
Your projects are illustrated in the most beneficial and effective ways 
through our professional and artistic vision developped as a result of our 
wast experience in Archviz industry. 
 
We have completed visuals for projects in various scales and types, from 
small scale meticulously detailed architecture projects to big master plan 
concepts. 



OUR WORK 
AND PRICES

Below you will find some examples of 
our work and price spectrum based on 

the project complexity and scale. We 
also provided some information on the 

completion time of each project.

More on our updated site: 

2KVIZ.COM

http://2kviz.com/


PROJECT SCALES IN TERMS OF 3D 

Projects consisting of 1-2 blocks
allowing to work on a single scene for multiple 
angles

Projects consisting of several blocks requiring 
creation of separate scenes for multiple angles.
Project with large and detailed landscape areas.

Master plan projects

S / M

L

XL



PRICES FOR EXTERIORS
PER IMAGE

S / M 400 USD

500 USD

500 USD

450 USD

550 USD

650 USD

550 USD

650 USD

750 USD

L

XL

Two tours of drafts are included in the price. 

EYE
LEVEL

AERIAL
SEMI-AER.

REAL CONTEXT
BASED AERIAL
DETAILING

VIEW TYPES



SMALL AND 
MIDDLE SIZE 

PROJECTS

projects consisting of 1-2 blocks, 
views can be developped based on 
single 3D scene focusing on these 
blocks



SHOPPING MALL
PROJECT

In total five images
completed in seven workdays



AUTOCAMP CLUB
PROJECT

Five images
completed in seven workdays



RESIDENTIAL
BULDING PROJECT

Created by inspiration
for skill upgrade purposes



OFFICE
BULDING PROJECT

Created by inspiration
for skill upgrade purposes



APART HOTEL
PROJECT

In total four images
completed in ten workdays



MINIMALL
SHOPPING COMPLEX

Six images completed
in seven workdays 



OFFICE TOWER
IN BISHKEK

In total eight images
completed in ten workdays



LARGE
SCALE

PROJECTS

projects consisting of more
then two blocks
requiring development of seperate 3D 
scenes for different view locations.



OPEN  AIR
SHOPPING MALL

In total seven images
completed in ten workdays



SAMARKAND CULTURE 
SQUARE

In total six images
completed in fourteen workdays



RESIDENTIAL 
COMPLEX

In total five images
completed in eight workdays



SAMARKAND CULTURE 
SQUARE

In total six images
completed in fourteen workdays



OFFICE
COMPLEX

In total six images
completed in ten workdays





MASTER PLAN
SCALE

PROJECTS



SAMARKAND
MASTERPLAN

In total nine images
completed in ten workdays



MOUNTAIN SPORTS
HOTEL COMPLEX

In total ten images
completed in twelve workdays



ANKARA
MASTERPLAN PROJECT

In total nine images
completed in ten workdays



Large public spaces: 450 USD
such as shopping malls/ office halls / theaters etc.

Commercial spaces:  450 USD
office/shop interiors

Residential interiors: 400 USD

INTERIOR
VISUALS



COURTHOUSE
ATRIUM



CITI MALL
BAZAAR SPACE



TASHKENT MALL
INTERIOR ATRIUMS





OFFICE
INTERIOR



RESIDENTIAL
INTERIOR



RESIDENTIAL
INTERIOR



http://2kviz.com/+9 0533 654 42 09 kseniya@2kviz.com xny_mogy

ARCHITECTURAL 
VISUALIZATION 
AND GRAPHICS

http://2kviz.com

